
Day 04   #10

Summary
1. Frustration and lack of work and opportunity drive refugees to leave the camp.
2. Refugees leave knowing the dangers.  Being idle is the problem.
3. Some refugees have small businesses here in the cami.
4. Conditions in Eritrea that cause citizens to flee.

Video Segment Translation

Day 04, #10 Segment <Tekeste Tekleab? ARRA Camp Director? Hitsats?>
↓    ↓
Chris 45:12—45:23 …they feel that they don’t have any hope.  What do you think about

that sentiment?  And how can we reinstill hope in their lives?
Tekeste

45:49—46:26

I will speak in Amharic or Tigringa so that I can be clear. There are
several issues that make them hopeless here. First the resettlement
process is slow and here they can’t work and that frustrates them. They
want to help their family back home who are badly in need. The lack of
opportunity to work is the main problem here, that make them
hopeless.      

46:26—46:42

They are sitting idly which is bad enough to lead them to think about
leaving the camp, despite being fully aware the risk. Some  hope can
be maintained only if there is some opportunity to work. But here,
there is no work for them and the long wait isn’t helping either. They
have family back home to support. The situation back home is bad.
They are not at peace with themselves. There is nothing that comforts
them here. They want to go somewhere, where they can work.



46:26—46:42 have family back home to support. The situation back home is bad.
They are not at peace with themselves. There is nothing that comforts
them here. They want to go somewhere, where they can work.

Chris 47:16—47:23 Do a lot of your refugees stay; or have you seen a lot of them try to
leave on their own?

Tekeste

47:32—48:01

There are some facts that push them to leave. First, their family
situation is one that needs attention. They need to repay money their
family borrowed when they escaped. Some got arrested because the
government came after them to pay the huge penalty. The situation
back home is very bad, and here there is no work that is available for
them. They have no choice but to leave the camp at any price. They
know the risk of losing their life, or what can happen on their way to
search for better conditions than here.

48:02—48:33

Therefore, they decide to make the decision to take the trip whether
they will make it or not. If you ask them why they take such risk -
They will tell you that it is better to take the risk rather sitting idly
here. They want to work and help their family who are in the worst
situation back home.  

Chris 49:08—49:14 Where are the refugees going?
Tekeste 49:15—49;32 To Sudan.  But not to live in Sudan — they are continuing — Libya,

from Libya to Italy and other countries.
Chris 49:33—49:39 And to get to Italy they have to cross the Mediterranean Sea… yeah.

Tekeste 49:43—49:51 They know it… they know it but they don’t have any opportunity
Chris 50:06—50:12 Can you tell me a little about the community life in the refugee camps?

Tekeste

50:26—50:49

Since the culture and tradition of both countries is the same, they   are
continuing to live their social life uninterrupted. The only problem is
the lack of job opportunity. For instance, there are some activities here
in the camp. Some of the refugees own stores, restaurants and other
small businesses. But that is only a fraction of the refugee population
that is only working. The majority are not working.  

50:49—51:20
…therefore, some kind of job opportunity is important at least to keep
them around. But without work they are always looking to go
somewhere regardless the risk associated with it.

Chris 51:40—51:44 Do you mind if we take a look around the camp?
Tekeste 51:50—51:51 You can.
Chris

51:53—52:10

With 60 refugees coming in a day, eventually supplies are just going to
run low, and it seems as though a refugee camp is more of a temporary
solution to a bigger problem. What do you think a more permanent
solution could be?

Tekeste
This segment
is not clear

52:16—53:21

For me, they are given two resettlements — here is one; second, they
get a life program, for example, professional training program — by
the way, 90% of the refugees are the young, so if they are opening the
vocational training for the refugees, there will be training in the center
— not only the vocational program, there are job opportunities for
them.  For me, this is the solution.

Chris
53:24—53:36

What could happen in their home country so the people wouldn’t want
to leave it? You wouldn’t have, you know, so many refugees coming
in, in the first place.

Tekeste

53:42—54:10

I’d rather explain it in Amharic. By the way they are not here because
they don’t like their country. They love their country very much. They
are here because their government is not providing them with
opportunity: to work, to study, freedom to move freely around in their
own country. The indefinite life of a soldier without hope for the future
is the main reason why they are here. Here, life in the refugee camp
also is not easy. They were deprived of a normal life back in their
country and here the situation is also bad where they can’t work and
support their family.

(English & In general, when you see the situation back home with the dictatorial



country and here the situation is also bad where they can’t work and
support their family.

(English &
Amharic)

54:10—54:40

In general, when you see the situation back home with the dictatorial
system in place, they are forced to leave.  The government controlling
every aspect of the population under heavy security apparatus. The
government program for the youth is a national service trap that keeps
them as soldiers in a dark life  without hope for the future. There is no
kind of freedom for citizens to exercise.  

54:40—55:12

Therefore, the lack of freedom and an opportunity to live a normal life
in your own country is the main reason for people to leave their home
and family behind. Until the situation back home changes to a better
system, people will keep coming to escape the harsh life situation
under the dictatorial regime.  

Chris 56:14—56:16 An open election…
Tekeste 56:17 Ha!
Chris 56:18 …for a new government
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